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Opinion & News
Sadie’s: Offensive or Nah? by Emily Scott

       NTHS RAMS in Action had the distinct honor to 
testify to the Washington Senate on Senate Bill 5656, 
enhancing the distracted driving law.  The student group 
comprised of Erin Mason, Emily Sorenson, and Emily 
Krall.  “These students did an amazing job articulating the 
needs of enhancing this law to our legislatures.  I am proud 
of them for their efforts of wanting to make driving safer 
in the state of Washington,” said Mr. Pallitto, club Advisor.  
Mr. Darrin Grondel, Director of the Washington Traffic 
Safety Commission said, “The legislatures often only hear 
from an adult perspective and mindset, so to have these 
students testify makes a great impression on our key police 
makers.”  RAMS in Action has been working with many 
State agencies over the last several years on Distracted 
Driving trying to make an impact on Distracted Driving.  
For more information contact any of these students or Mr. 
Pallitto.

RAMS in Action Testify to Senate Committee

      The Sadie Hawkins dance is a tradition 
that goes back to Al Capp’s comic strip 
“Li’l Abner” on November 15, 1937. In 
the fictional town of Dogpatch, there was a 
lonely woman named Sadie Hawkins who 
was afraid of becoming an old spinster. 
In fear, her father called together all the 
unmarried men for “Sadie Hawkin’s 
Day” in which there would be a race and 
whoever Sadie caught and pulled across 
the finish line became her husband.  

      This event was celebrated in the 
comic strip every year in November for 
all the lonely women, though not on any 
particular day. It wasn’t until many years 
after the idea’s conception that a dance 
was introduced. At this dance the women 
would put nails through the bottoms of 
their shoes and attempt to step on the feet 
of men in attendance to lessen their ability 
to run in the race the following day.  
      This idea soon became a novelty 
across the country and today it is often 
used as a theme for many semiformal 
middle and high school dances. The 
traditional Sadies dance is not officially 
called as such due to a fear of offending 
members of the LGBTQ community 
according to rumor. This is because, as 
members of such groups, a girl does not 
have the ability to ask a guy and vice-

versa. Caitlyn Rivera, junior, says, “I 
don’t think it is offensive because it’s not 
like that is the rule. Yes it is a tradition 
but one does not have to always follow 
tradition if they don’t want to. People can 
do whatever they want; all that matters is 
that they are happy and have fun.” Zander 
Dick, sophomore, says, “I don’t find it 
offensive, because a Sadie’s dance makes 
things different for everyone....Honestly, 
the whole idea of Sadie’s is cool to me, 
because it puts girls in the spot for once. 
And I don’t think it›s offensive at all. Just 
because it says ‘girls ask guys’, it doesn’t 
mean that anyone else who doesn’t fit that 
regiment is banned from the dance.”  
      Speaking for myself, I am far from 
offended by this dance, and I asked a girl. 
Everyone had fun and enjoyed their night 
at the politically correct Neon Dance.

       It is easy to see the world through our 
own lens. It is easy to assume that is all 
there is. Little do many realize, there is a 
world of differences lying just beneath the 
surface of every personality or appear-
ance. These differences are often referred 
to as minorities. They are labeled as such 
because they make up less than half of the 
population as a whole, but what is it like 
to truly be a minority? Below are a few 

members of our school who would like to 
share their perspectives. 
       A pansexual member of the furry 
and gaming community, Eric McLaglen, 
senior, feels that he has “more community 
options” due to his interests. Some of the 
stereotypes he wants to debunk is that 
furries are “seen as perverted, bestiality 
loving men who love to dress up in fur 
suits, when in reality that is the minority 

of our minority,” and that “gamers are 
seen as jobless, immature, often sexist, 
or agist.”  He wants everyone to know 
that “with furries, 70% of us don’t wear 
fur suits and draw porn, and 98% are 
extremely against bestiality,” and that 
“gamers have a five-figure salary and act 
our age.”...... 

Continued on pg 5.

As a Minority By Emily Scott

Emily Krall, Erin Mason, Emily Sorenson, and Mr. Pallitto advocating the distracted driving law.

Nate Williams, Jacoby Salcedo, Taryn Minckler, and Annika Dixion



News
What to do in a School Shooting by Robbie McGough and Alex Sempek

What’s New in Microsoft Office 2013  By 
Robbie McGough 
       Microsoft Office has been a wonder-
ful tool in the education field for at least 
a decade now, from being able to type out 
essays and resumes to organizing notes 
and files.  
       In this new version you will notice 
a look similar to the operating system 
Windows 8; also all the old features and 

functions are still incorporated in this 
new version. Microsoft Office 2013 is 
also available to download on mobile 
smartphone devices. With the use of the 
OneDrive (aka SkyDrive) any document 
saved to the OneDrive can be accessed 
from anywhere in the world, just as long 
as there’s an internet connection.  Also the 
OneDrive allows the storage of up to one 
terabyte of information.  

       All in all Office 2013 is Microsoft’s 
answer to Google’s Drive, in which docu-
ments can be updated so that the latest 
version can be accessed anywhere, at 
anytime.

Microsoft Office 2013 Update! by Robbie McGough
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School is designed to be a safe place for students to come and 
learn. However there are people in this world who may go on 
rampages, like the shooter in Marysville. Because these types of 
people are unavoidable, the next best thing is knowing the basic 
survival tips on how to get away from people who go on rampages. 
The members of the school administration and the school newspa-
per have compiled tips and guides on what to do when someone 
enters the school with the intention of either hurting or killing 
people with lethal firearms or other means of destruction. (Dis-
claimer: This article is intended to inform the students about the 
possible actions that could save lives. Please understand that every 
life may not be saved if such an event should occur because every 
scenario is unique and can be unavoidable.)

Run, Hide, or Fight?  Fighting is the last resort in any situation in-
volving armed personnel, deciding on which will depend on where 
the armed person is located.

1. Deciding to Run: Runners have the highest survival rate com-
pared to people who hide. However one may not have ample time 
to get away from the armed person, so one must then find some-
where to hide.
a. Travel light because bulky items will only slow someone 
down when trying to escape.
b. Travel in groups because more people together greatly in-
creases the chance of survival.
c. If for some reason you encounter the armed person, make 
yourself a harder target to hit by running in a zigzag pattern away 
from the armed person. If this zigzag motion disorients, then one 
should just continue running straight.
d. If the armed person is too close to run when you encounter 
them, then fighting might be your last and only resort.

2. Deciding to Hide: It is best to hide in rooms with lockable 
doors and windows, and one may have to resort to fighting the 
armed person if they happen to enter the room.
a. Turn off any lights and lock all the windows and doors.
b. If you have ample time, then you should notify the police 
before hiding.
c. To prevent the armed person from forcing themselves through 
the door, barricade it with large items such as desks or tables. 

d. Gather anything that can be used as a weapon in case the 
armed person enters or finds where you are hiding.
e. No matter what, try to stay calm. Freaking out will only en-
danger you even more.
f. Remember, fighting is a last resort. Don’t jump out and attack 
if the armed person is just approaching, but only if you’d be shot 
otherwise.

3. Deciding to Fight: The last option someone should ever at-
tempt only if it’s the only way out, is to fight. 
a. Never try to reason with the armed person. People who have 
engaged in a rampage generally fall deaf to the voice of reason.
b. Don’t think about being shot, as it may cause hesitation, risk-
ing life even greater.
c. If you are with multiple people, then it is in your best interest 
to ambush the armed person with everything possible to overpower 
the armed person and to separate him from his weapon.
d. Attack the armed person with any weapon that you can find, 
and aim high in an attempt to disorient the armed person.
e. If the armed person drops his gun, do not pick it up and en-
gage the now unarmed person. Authorities will take care of the rest 
once they arrive.

Staff members are trained to execute lockdown procedures and 
practice a few times a year. With the passage of the bond, schools 
in our district will soon, if not already, be outfitted with the most 
up-to-date monitoring system to alert staff members of an intru-
sion in the school or on the campus. With the correlation between 
our schools and local law enforcement, if there is an armed person 
who has been reported close to the school, our staff members 
will be notified immediately to hopefully give our school ample 
time to proceed with the lockdown procedures to prevent as best 
as possible an intrusion by an armed individual. In the case of a 
lockdown, pay attention to what the staff members are doing and 
seriously follow any directions that are given.

Thank you for those who helped with this article: Steve Rood, Dan 
Coleman, Serenity Malloy, Ed McClanahan, Alex Sempek, Robbie 
McGough, Mikayla Bell and Cara Bork.
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Students vs. Teachers; Body Modifications

By.  Kirsten Mancillas

Features

Students Teachers
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“Well first of all, I really think it’s up to your par-
ents, but for most I feel that you shouldn’t do any-
thing permanent that could jeopardize your chance 
in the work field.” -Ms. Kasmar

“Well, if you’re underage, I believe that you should 
follow the law and at least wait until you’re 18 for 
a tattoo. They’re very difficult to get rid of too.” 
-Anonymous 

“Piercings don’t bother me; I say if it’s OK with 
your parents, then I don’t mind. Same with tattoos, 
as long as it’s nothing disrespectful…” -Ms. Furtick

“As long as it isn’t insulting or disrespectful in any 
ways, then I don’t mind. Just be responsible.  Think 
to yourself ‘when I’m old, will I still want this?’ 
My daughter is in her 30’s now, and she got a tattoo 
after her high school graduation. Let me just tell 
you now, I can’t even begin to explain how many 
times she’s told me she regrets it. So be careful. 
With piercings… I don’t really care. I don’t like face 
piercings though. Those cause so many complica-
tions later on…” -Ms. Colard

“Well if you’re a minor, it’s illegal [getting a tattoo] 
and it’s obviously illegal for a reason. 20 or 40 years 
down the road, you’re not going to be the same per-
son you are today. So just keep that in mind when 
you’re going in the shop to get a permanent change 
done. Of course if it’s for religious or cultural rea-
sons then that is a whole different story.” -Mr. Kassil

“My daughter has a long quote from her dad all 
frilly on her neck, shoulder, and down her arm.  I 
became physically sick when I saw her beautiful 
skin all marked up.  I just pictured this little bundle 
of 7 ½ pound perfectness when she was born, not so 
perfect anymore.  It’s just skin, though; I just have 
to deal with it, but I don’t have to like it.  I love her 
unconditionally. Other people have tattoos, and they 
don’t bother me at all.” - Mrs. Bork

“Well if the tattoo is appropriate and shows who you 
are while still being respectful to others… then I 
guess it doesn’t really matter.” -Ms. Sybouts

“I think that piercings are awe-
some!  They are a great way to 
express yourself..  With all the dif-
ferent colors, shapes, places you can 
put them, and the designs . . .  The 
possibilities are endless.  To be hon-
est, growing up I didn’t really like 
tattoos, but I grew to like them. …” 
-Tiffany Chan

“I think tattoos are an awesome way 
to express yourself, it’s literally just 
wearing art.  Though I believe that 
you shouldn’t get a tattoo if it doesn’t 
mean something extremely special 
to you, because that piece of art says 
a whole lot about you as a per-
son.  Piercings, I feel pretty much the 
same about.  Tattoos and piercings do 
say something about you, but that’s 
not always a bad thing.” 
-Brandon Mays

“My opinion is that its your body, 
your choice. If you want tattoos or 
piercings, go for it! Who cares what 
people say, if you’re happy then 
that’s all that matters.” 
- Cassidy Melby

“Piercings and tattoos are fine to an 
extent… I don’t think it looks too 
good when you have too many.” 
-Dershanel Jno-Lewis

“I think piercings and tattoos are a 
waste of time and money.” 
-Cameron Ashworth

“I like piercings on girls, not so much 
on guys. I love tattoos though. When 
I get ‘ripped’, I’m going to get a 
full sleeve. It’ll stop at my shoulder, 
though, because above that is unpro-
fessional in the work field.”
-Kiefer Hanson

“Well I have 3 piercings, my sister 
has 5, my uncle’s a tattoo artist, my 
mom and dad both have piercings, so 
I mean… I like em’. They’re pretty 
cool, I guess.” -Hannah Negash

“I like guages kind of. They look 
cool, I guess. I don’t really care if 
someone has piercings or tattoos.” 
-Jacoby Salcedo

“I don’t think that they’re [tattoos 
and piercings] bad at all. I don’t think 
they’re good either. I don’t really 
have a side. I think you should be 
who you want to be, and do what you 
want to do.” -Devon Williams

“I absolutely love body modifica-
tions. I have several ear piercings 
ranging from my ear lobes that I got 
as a child, to an Industrial piercing 
(also known as a Scaffolding pierc-
ing) in my left ear, and three Helix 
(cartilage) piercings in my right ear.  
I also have a small tattoo on my right 
ankle I got on my 18th birthday. It 
has a lot of meaning for me and I 
absolutely love it, but many people 
find it a little weird since its just an 
arrow in a box. But I love answering 
their questions about it, since their 
reactions are always funny. I don’t 
see a problem with either as long 
as you really think about it before 
you get them because they are either 
permanent or could possibly leave 
scarring.” - Mikayla Bell

I have multiple piercings. I love 
them all. I don’t think differently of 
anyone who has piercings or tattoos. 
I believe all people should do what 
they want with their bodies as long as 
research is done ahead of time. There 
is always a concern of quality, clean-
liness and any permanent outcomes.
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       What comes to mind when you think 
about Social Media? The actual definition 
of Social Media is “a website and applica-
tions that allow users to create or share 
content or to participate in social net-
working.”  Over the last few years social 
media has become a major part of today’s 
society. From advertisements to people 
spreading the word about an event in their 
life. Recent studies have shown that most 
people pick up their phones more than 
1,500 times each week. But is it a good or 
bad thing to have a social media addic-
tion?  A few students gave their thoughts.  
       The people who saw a greater good 
in social media had several good reasons. 
Jaida Ayuso-Robles (9) said, “...it’s good 
to know what’s happening around the 
world.”  
       JR Panaligan (11) said, “...In my opin-
ion, social media is not that bad because 
people are able to learn things that they 
can’t learn [in] school.” Ainsley Winter-
rowd (11) said, “Usually it’s good but it 
depends on how you use it.”  Heesu Wing 
(12) said, “It’s a good thing, because you 
can watch the news or get information that 
you want.”  
       At the same time there were others 
who saw evil in social media. Morgan 
Chappell (12) said, ‘[Social media is] bad, 
having a compulsive “need” for social 
media can be very harmful. He also added, 
“P.S. can’t be addicted to a non-substance, 
that is called a compulsive disorder.”  Bri-
ana Scheffer (11) said, “It’s a bad thing 

because it’s not the real world and you’re 
not experiencing real life.” Ashley Hedg-
ers (9) said, “It’s really bad. Social media 
ruined our generation. I remember being 
really young and not caring about what 
people thought and [now] I really do. 
That’s not good to me, and I blame social 
media.” Abi Gonzalez (11) said, “It’s bad. 
It’s fine to use it but when it gets to the 
point where it gets in the way of doing 
homework or other things, then it’s no 
bueno.” Nichlas Brown (11) said, “Bad, 
it can suck up all of your time and lead 
to bad social and even anti-social tenden-
cies.” Shana Renner (12) said, “I feel as 
though it is a bad thing to be addicted for 
the reason that people hanging out end up 
getting caught up into their phone. I know 
from experience because my friends are 
always in their phones and in a way I sort 
of feel neglected.”  Britney Preslar (12) 
said, “Bad, it just causes drama, or wastes 
your time when you can do other things 
with your time.” Clayton Hoss (9) said, 
“The only bad thing I can think of would 
be the strain on your eyes, and the extra 
amounts of radiation that your body is ex-
posed to in small amounts over time from 
phones, tablets, etc.” Emily Morrisette 
(9), said, “It’s a bad thing. I’ve noticed 
that since I no longer have a phone or any 
social media, I’ve been wanting to go out 
and actually spend time with my friends. 
[Also] I’ve been a lot more outgoing 
because I’m not hiding behind a screen.” 
Kylee Conrads (9) said, “It’s a bad thing 

because people are forgetting about what’s 
important in life like spending time with 
family. Not how many likes your ab pic is 
getting on Instagram!”  
       Then there are people who are in be-
tween with the good and bad sides. Riley 
Walchuk (11) said, “I think it’s both. It’s 
bad because I like to be out and having 
fun rather than staring at a phone, but it’s 
good because it’s a way for everyone to 
stay connected.” Diamond Muhammad (9) 
said, “It’s good but also bad. It’s good be-
cause there’s interesting things to do and 
bad because people get influenced [to do 
the] wrong things. Marissa Castro (9) said, 
“It can be good because sometimes you 
can learn things from it and bad because 
people share too much of their personal in-
formation or about themselves.” Destanee 
Burden (9) said, “It can go either way. You 
could be a creepy stalker watching out for 
someone or be the person who posts too 
often and too personally. You could also 
be good and just update your family and 
friends. Cassie Ames (9) said, “It’s good 
and bad. Good because you get to know 
what’s happening with your peers, but bad 
because it wastes a lot of time.”  Caitlin 
Zimmerman (11) said, “It’s good to a 
point. You meet lots of cool, amazing, 
and different people, there comes a point 
though when you get so wrapped up in 
social media you completely forget about 
the outside world.” 

Social Media Addictions By Tiffany Chan

       McLaglen feels that “the furry com-
munity is not hated by most, but definite-
ly misunderstood,” and that the “gamers 
are quickly becoming a majority.”  Being 
in his minority is “only hard if you make 
it hard.  The ones who ‘have it bad’ are 
typically whiny attention hogs.  [With] 
furries, 90% of us are tolerant to every-
one, the other 10% are extremists and 
give us 90% a headache.  Gamers have 
the highest paid members around...”   
       Dior Hardison, senior, is a member 
of the African American and Mexican 
community here at North Thurston. He 
finds that being in such a group, “if I 
walk into a store, the cashier will some-

times give me a look like he expects 
me to steal something.” People expect 
him to be able “to jump high, run fast, 
and be a bad swimmer,” which is not 
necessarily true. He wants people to 
understand that “just because I’m black, 
people assume a lot of things.  I do like 
fried chicken and watermelon, but I 
can’t stand Kool-Aid. I am pretty loud, 
though, but don’t think it has much to do 
with my race.”   
       As far as societal standing, “we’re 
thought of as the ‘criminals,’ but that’s 
just a percentage of the community as a 
whole, and people forget that we’re not 
all like that.” Hardison said because his 

“skin is not too dark,” prejudices aren’t 
as common against him as for others.  
       It is greatly appreciated that these 
two people have shared their perspec-
tives on their differences. Remember, no 
matter what you may notice at first sight 
with people, there is always another 
realm to the story.

As a Minority (continued...) By Emily Scott

Dior Hardison,  a Senior, is 

from two different minori-

ties. He explains how people 

assume things about him 

because he is from certain 

ethnic groups.

Photo taken by Emily Scott
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Ms. Duvall

by Kaylee Glosson

       One of the amazing English teachers 
here at North Thurston, Ms. Duvall, has an 
intriguing life. She loves to travel, and this 
summer she is going to Japan to further her 
worldwide journey. “I’ve been traveling all 
my life,” she said, because she “loves to see 
new places.” She has already been to Rus-
sia, China, Italy, and others. One cool thing 
she remembers doing is swimming with 
stingrays. The hardest part of traveling was 
“airports”, and as for advice for anyone just 
starting to travel, she said, “Start with small 
local trips.” 
       Ms. Duvall also likes to go to movies. 

She started off by getting a job at a movie 
theater in high school, worked there for 
about 15 years, “needed the money” like 
most high school students do. She absolute-
ly loves to “see new stories, especially ones 
tied to books.” The best thing about working 
at the movies was that the employees “got 
to see special showings” of movies that had 
not come out yet. She said that “dealing 
with difficult people” was the hardest thing 
about working at a movie theater. Ms. Du-
vall’s movie advice: watch movies that are 
personally desirable, that would be amazing 
on the big screen.

Mr. Bigelow       Bigelow favorite hobby is to ride his 
motorbikes. “I’ve been riding since I was 
five years old, and I own a KTM 300 as well 
as a Yamaha FJ 1200. My family was big 
into motorcycles and we would go camping a 
lot, and we would ride on the trails.”
      He keeps riding because it’s one of the 
things he’s really good at, and he loves it. 
His favorite moment was when his family 
and family friends of 25 all went camping 
at a lake and spent the day riding on their 
dirt bikes.  He also recalls a time in Eastern 

Washington where they would race on the 
desert strip. He said, “I just want to keep 
riding throughout my life, especially at a 
variety of different places.”
      Bigelow encourages anyone who rides 
bikes to buy all the correct safety equipment 
because there are many fatal accidents that 
can happen while riding bikes and to be 
smart.

       Mr. Szabo could easily be called a 
man with many talents. Students may have 
seen the mustachioed teacher walk around 
in the hallways doing cool hat tricks in his 
fancy overcoats or hitting the whip with his 
fedora in the academic assembly, but little 
does anyone know that Mr.Szabo has many 
more of those neat tricks and great dance 
moves up his sleeves. 
       He enjoys doing sleight-of-hand magic 
tricks with coins and cards. He also does 
almost all forms of juggling such as regular 
ball juggling, club juggling, contact jug-
gling, and box juggling. Mr.Szabo is also 
a collector of old clothes. He has up to 
35 fedoras & top hats and half that in old 
coats, sweaters, and overcoats. With all 
those hats, Mr. Szabo does plenty of hat 
tricks and learned how to do hat balancing 
not too long ago.   
       Mr. Szabo loves to dance and does it 
frequently. He has been dancing for almost 
nine years, and is always continuing to get 
better. He mostly does popping, but there 
is so much within the popping styles, such 
as waving, ticking, strobing, tutting, and 
animation. He says the most difficult part of 

dancing is just popping and having muscle 
control with each pop. Mr. Szabo has done 
some dance classe,s but tries to emulate 
dance moves while watching dance videos.
       Mr. Szabo is always trying to learn 
more dances such as break dancing. A mo-
ment that he likes to look back on is when 
he was younger and practicing. He would 
get made fun of for dancing, but he would 
not give up.  Now people come up and 
compliment him on his dancing. Mr.Szabo’s 
advice to people trying to dance is to “stay 
on beat” and says that it will make a dance 
look way better. 
      “You can always learn,” is Mr. Szabo’s 
reason for trying his new hobbies and he 
says he “gets bored kind of easily.”  Mr.
Szabo is always trying to blend all his hob-
bies together when performing. When start-
ing a new hobby, he said the best advice is 
to “stick with it even if it’s difficult, and the 
more you practice, the better you’ll get at it, 
and the more you’ll enjoy it.” If anyone that 
has questions on dancing or any of his other 
hobbies, Mr.Szabo would be delighted to 
answer them. 

by Robbie McGough

by Jacoby Salcedo

Mr. Szabo
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       Gabriella Erpelding, senior, has been participating in roller derby for 3 to 4 years. 
“My mom started and then my sisters joined, so it was more of a family thing.” The reason 
she’s been in it so long is that “I’ve never had a reason to quit; and I enjoy it. I can let my 
aggression out and hit people.” It’s only a bit strange sometimes “getting hurt and having 
to explain broken limbs or bruises to people.” The biggest thing to know to go far is to “not 
underestimate yourself and just go for it.” Erpelding said, “It’s not something I see myself 
getting too into, but I like it as a hobby.” Plus, “the outfits are awesome.”

G
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          Connor Pollak (12) has been into something 
called LARPing (Live Action Role Play-
ing) for just about a year and a half now. 
There are so many things Connor loves 
about LARPing. He loves the social aspect 
of it; he said, “You meet so many people... 
from all over the state, outside of the state, 
and I have even met some people from out 
of the country.  I even met my girlfriend 
there...  Not only does it benefit you so-

cially, but mentally and physically.  It feels like you are running 
uphill both ways. Sometimes I come home the next day and I’m 
too sore to even move.  We also have awesome sword fights.” 
Connor also said, “A lot of people think it is just for nerds 
and stuff, but you can be a jock or a goth. It’s really for any-
body.  It’s just a weekend that you get to go out and you don’t 

have to be yourself.”  
       When asked about what advice Connor would give to the 
beginners and people who are thinking about joining, Connor 
said, “Don’t base it off your first time, because it can be very 
hard and confusing, and find someone to listen to because, even 
after reading the rule book, it can still be hard to understand. 
And just talk to as many people as possible, because it is a 
social event.”  
       Connor said LARPing benefitted him because “Before bul-
lies were kind of a big deal, but after doing this for a year and a 
half, bullying doesn’t affect me.”  He also said, “I would like to 
start my own chapter; I would like to do it overseas because it’s 
mainly based in America right now.”  
       Connor left off with, “If you are someone that doesn’t do 
anything with their weekends, you should [try LARPing].” I’m 
definitely going to try it! 
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ez Niko Martinez (12) for the past three 
months has been involved with an inter-
esting hobby known as Square Dancing. 
Niko started this hobby to discover his 
new talents and learn new cool dance 
moves.  He returns again and again 
because “it is a good workout, its fun, and 
it helps with my footwork for football.” 
Niko’s favorite moment is on the first day 

he forgot to tie his shoes and tripped over 
his feet. “The hardest part is memoriz-
ing the moves and staying in time with 
the beat.” His advice to those joining is 
to make sure that you ALWAYS tie your 
shoes. Final words: “It definitely was 
tiring the first time that I went but as I 
progressed, the workout has become less 
tiring.”

       Skyler Justis is a senior here at North Thur-
ston who has been volunteering for almost three 
years. He’s been volunteering at the Hands on 
Children’s Museum every Sunday, and has over 
180 hours in community service. Skyler wanted 
to volunteer at the Hand’s On Museum because 
he used to  go there when he was younger and 
enjoyed it, and believes it’s better than having the 
commitment of a job.

       Not only is Skyler out and about spending his 
free time volunteering, he takes 4 AP classes at 
Thurston, and is also the historian for the interact 
club. Skyler’s motivation for doing good in school 
was based on how his freshmen year, he wasn’t 
doing so good academically. He says “I’m a good 
example of turning your grades around and focus-
ing on school. Freshmen year I had a 2.9 [GPA] 
and now I have a 3.7.”

       Kaitlyn Lane, quiet sophomore, great student, 
even better athlete.  Kaitlyn is a Level 10 Gymnast 
at Black Hills Gymnastics (the highest level pos-
sible), and has already achieved more than most 
gymnasts ever will.  Lane, who has been doing 
gymnastics for 11 years, traveled to Nationals as a 
freshmen, a huge feat for such a young age, or any 
age for that matter.   
       “Being able to compete at Nationals is my 
biggest accomplishment,” Lane says. “I really 
can’t think of a better memory than competing at 
the biggest event for gymnasts my age.”  
       Kaitlyn has her eyes set on making it back to 

Nationals this year.  By training close to 5 hours 
daily, it’s not unreasonable to believe that she will 
make another run at placing.  
       When asked how she continues doing a sport 
with such high commitment, physically, mentally, 
and financially, she said, “I do it mainly because 
it’s fun and I get to see my best friends every-
day.”  Understandably, when you are with people 
for 5 hours a day, they inevitably become your 
second family.   
       Kaitlyn says her biggest goal right now is 
getting a scholarship to compete on a college 
gymnastics team. 

by Kiefer Hanson and Jacoby Salcedo

by Shana Renner

by CJ Lane

by Emily Scott
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Deforestation 

          Undeniably one of the most frus-
trating and common themes in politics is 
the question of whether the world is actu-
ally and dangerously heating. The world 
has witnessed climate activism protests 
in one parking lot while listening to oth-
ers in the one next door complaining that 
the whole thing is political folly. We’ve 
heard some “scientists” say that the sea 
levels are going to rise 20 feet in years to 
come, while others say the world is doing 
nothing it hasn’t done before humans 
came on the scene. Politics repeatedly 
have portrayed it as an entirely black and 
white issue, on one side of the argument 
or another.
   The Senate tried to come to a 
conclusion in late-January on the matter, 
voting 98-1 that climate change is real, 
but later rejecting an amendment saying 
that the change is contributed to sig-
nificantly by humans. So there you go. 

Even the Unites States Senate is unsure 
about the alteration of our environment 
by human forces. The only statement that 
they were able to come to was that the 
whole controversy over rising tempera-
tures is not a hoax. We can safely come 
to the conclusion that decades of political 
banter has not been completely in vain.
   But even though the legislative 
system does not want to take a radi-
cal side, that does not mean that many 
individuals aren’t willing to. Al Gore, the 
notoriously passionate climate change 
activist, created a film bursting with 
graphics of multiple islands of the Earth 
submerged in the rising ocean, without 
giving a specific time frame for the disas-
ter. On the opposite side of the sea level 
spectrum is Swedish geologist Nils-Axel 
Morner, former chairman of the Interna-
tional Commission on Sea Level Change, 
who contradicts Gore in his statement 

   The Gray Subject of Global                 Warming By Ashlynn RetzlaffEarthquake 
Hotspots? By Brandon Mays

      Just outside of Iwate Japan is a crazy 
hotspot for earthquakes averaging around 25 
to 30 a month! Not falling below a 4.3. But 
in a one week span, 3 earthquakes getting up 
to 6 or above have hit Iwata. On February 16, 
2015, a pretty large one hit, clocking in at 6.7; 
four days later a 6.3; and 2 days after that a 
6.0. The big Tōhoku earthquake back in 2011 
was a 9.0 sweeping away people, cars, and 
even buildings. Could this be a warning for an-
other big earthquake accompanied by another 
large tsunami? 
      The Pacific plate outside of Japan that is 
causing the earthquakes is extremely active. It 
takes a 5.5 to cause minor damages and a 6.1 
to cause real damage to populated areas. Japan 
is in a very dangerous area due to the very ac-
tive pacific plate. Japan accounts for just about 
20% of the world’s earthquakes of magnitudes 
6 or more. An average of about 276 people die 
a year from earthquakes and natural disasters 
in Japan, along with $6,717,123 of damage.

       President Obama sent a request to Con-
gress asking for three years’ authorization to 
use force against ISIS. The idea is to not to 
cause another major conflict in the Middle 
East, but keep the mindset of defeating the 
terror organization known as ISIS. 
       ‘Who is ISIS?’ you might ask. The 
Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant. They 
were a minor group in the bigger following of 
al Qaeda that eventually parted ways. Known 
for their public executions and killing foreign 
reporters, they have forced their way into 
becoming a major threat. 
       Obama insisted “[ISIS] are not religious 
leaders. They’re terrorists.” Their aim is to 
create an Islamic state in their current Sunni 
areas. ISIS has control of land or is contesting 
land in many parts of Iraq and Syria.
       The outline of the request states that an 
offensive ground approach is prohibited. This 
means they can’t just swarm a building full 
of ISIS members and proceed with deadly 
force. The key to maintaining flexibility and 
strength in the request is to keep it as vague 
as possible. Giving the US leeway in this 
mission would allow back-up plans and dif-
ferent tactics in order to take out ISIS.

Obama and ISIS 
By Kiefer Hansen

by CJ Lane
       In recent years, an artificial leaf was 
created by scientist Daniel Nocera. It 
powered itself using water and sunlight, 
much like a real leaf.  The water mol-
ecules separate into their respective hy-
drogen and oxygen parts. However, there 
was not a device available that would 
allow scientists to use the hydrogen as 
fuel, until now.
       Harvard University scientists have 
engineered a special type of bacteria 
that is intended to turn energy from this 
chemical decomposition process into 
alcohol-based fuel. Everyone has seen 
solar panels, and we all know that once 
they are no longer in the sun, they lose 
power.  Not anymore. This breakthrough 
solves the long-standing issue that many 
researchers have had for years, that of 
not being able to store energy captured 
from sunlight. 
       Another issue that has been solved is 

that of keeping the bacteria alive. In the 
past, using the bacteria required running 
a high-voltage electric current through 
the bacteria, making the process far less 
efficient. The scientists realized that 
the problem lied within the fact that the 
separated elements were mixing together 
too easily post-separation. Once they 
pinpointed the issue, it made the entire 
ordeal far simpler. 
       It will take quite some time before 
these discoveries provide any practi-
cal source of fuel to society as a whole, 
seeing as it currently works on an ap-
proximate 2-3% efficiency rate, about as 
efficient as an actual leaf. Despite this 
minor setback, this “bionic leaf” opens 
an endless amount of doors for the scien-
tific community and society as a whole. 
It won’t be long before we can use this 
technology, or some sort of variant, to 
fuel our cars.
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       Yellowstone National Park could eas-
ily be considered one of the most beautiful 
places in the United States, being the first 
established National Park and drawing in 
over 3 million people yearly, making it 
one of the most visited parks in the U.S. 
       Some of the biggest attractions for 
visitors in Yellowstone are hot springs 
such as Morning Glory, Grand Prismatic, 
Abyss, Emerald, and Sapphire, which 
shimmer with striking combinations of 
colors that vary in blues, greens, reds, 
oranges and yellows.
       Although the number of people visit-
ing the park are astounding and it helps 
our economy, there is also a drawback 
to the number.  Humans are very messy 
creatures, and it’s seen in many of the at-
tractions at Yellowstone.
       Morning Glory is a prime example 
of this.  In the 1800s, when the park was 
not established yet and tourists were not 
streaming about the famed hot spring, 
it was most likely a vivid blue.  In the 
1960s, photos still show Morning Glory 

as a pristine blue, although nowadays, it is 
more of a yellowish green.
       The reasoning? Tourists toss trash, 
coins, and debris such as rocks and sticks 
in the water, causing the underwater vents 
to be blocked. Being blocked makes the 
vents unable to produce hot enough water 
which destroys the bacteria that gave it the 
pure blue coloring in the past.  
       Although there are signs posted 
throughout the park asking visitors to 
respect the nature, many just ignore them. 
       Park officials have attempted to 
make Morning Glory erupt on several 
occasions; hoping it would clear the hot 
spring of the debris. But it has yet to work. 
There have been a few rare occasions of 
Morning Glory erupting as a geyser after 
earthquakes, but it did not clear the pool 
enough to make a significant change.   
       An interpretive sign, placed by the 
park service, discusses the damage caused 
by ignorance and vandalism and goes on 
to suggest that Morning Glory is becom-
ing a “Faded Glory.”

     10,000,000. That number is the 
amount of species of plants, animals, 
and insects that call the Rainforest their 
home.  Due to the incredible rate of defores-
tation, however, it will take less than 100 
years before there is not a single tree left of 
the rainforests that once covered over 10% 
of the planet. The rate of this crime is diffi-
cult to understand. With companies working 
all over to delete rainforests, approximately 
20 football fields worth of forest are re-
moved every minute.        

     The rainforest is home to creatures 
such as the Bengal Tiger, Harpy Eagle, Jag-
uar, and many species of monkeys. These 
are just a few of the awesome amount of 
exotic animals that reside in the rainforest, 
therefore, meaning that they are in immedi-
ate danger. Imagine a bulldozer everyday 
creeping closer to your house, already 
having destroyed all of your friends’ homes, 
and there is nothing you can do but watch 
and dread the impending disaster.

       And it’s not just the animals and 
plants who benefit from forests. Forests 
cover 31% of the Earth’s surface and sup-
ply utilities to 1,600,000,000 people. 1.6 
billion is near one quarter of the world’s 
population, who take gain from forests. 
This includes food, fresh water, cloth-
ing, traditional medicine and shelter. And 
technically, due to the oxygen produced by 
these stagnant giants, 100% of the world 
uses these trees.  

      Not only is deforestation killing off 
thousands of species of plants and animals, 
but we are also killing ourselves and the 
planet.  Most people turn a blind eye to the 
ugly things in the world, change the chan-
nel and avoid it at all costs. However if we 
keep avoiding issues like these, we will hit 
a point where we cannot “take a step back” 
and fix it. We are approaching a point of no 
return where we damage our planet and are 
left with an Earth that cannot support our 
way of life. 

       To learn more about what you can 
do to aid the fight against deforestation 
and many other threats to our wildlife visit 
www.worldwildlife.org

   The Gray Subject of Global                 Warming By Ashlynn Retzlaff

Faded Glory by Mikayla Bell

Solar Power 
to Liquid Fluid 

by Emily Scott

that global warming is nothing but “a 
colossal scare story”.
   And while Forbes.com says, 
in an interview with Dr. Fred Singer, 
that climate changes are “hardly new 
developments”, NASA writes that 
even the formation of record high ice 
levels near Antarctica are certainly not 
evidence against man-made climate 
change, simply a variation in world 
environments. NASA also goes on to say 
that rising CO2 levels are “very likely 
human-induced.” So who do we trust? 
The National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration? Or scientists that seem 
to be denying the whole concept?
   Honestly, there’s no easy 
answer. Climate change is one of the 
most complex and gray subjects to think 
about, making it absolutely preposter-
ous to politically argue. Anyone saying 
that the world is going to be submerged 

in water in 50 years time is not fully 
including each fact, even the ones that go 
against their prior beliefs; all the same 
to those arguing that global change was 
spun up by conniving politicians. 
  All said, I was just as frus-
trated by this research as anyone. Why 
couldn’t there be a clear answer? Is Earth 
disastrously heating up or is it all some 
elaborate deception? The truth is that 
the subject is immensely too complex 
to take a radical side on. The sea levels 
have risen but not nearly as much as has 
often been said. Climate does change all 
the time, but has been accelerated since 
humans. There is no one real side to the 
story, and anyone that takes extreme side 
is apt to leave out evidence that goes 
against them, which needs to be taken 
into account when discussing this over-
whelmingly gray issue.
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Radiohead - Lotus Flower
This group has a lot of fans, and a lot of 
haters, one can’t get around that fact. Be-
sides their most “popular songs” (alterna-
tively, their most hated songs), there are a 
few lesser-known ones that, to me, are sort 
of cool. Known for their popularity among 
the hipster type and for having rather 
intriguingly depressing lyrics, Radiohead 
lead singer Thom Yorke’s voice is put to 
good use in their song Lotus Flower. The 
song proves itself to be mellow, plain-
tive, and gloomy, with a hint of sensual-
ity, arguably Radiohead’s best aspects. 
Since their towering popularity is pretty 
much based off of  their somberness and 
self-deprecation. I believe that it is truly a 
wonder of nature that these guys sold as 
many albums as they have.
Sometimes they’re  just so obnoxious 

and whiny that I will physically rise and 
change the song. Lotus Flower is one of 
the exceptions, not only can I withstand 
listening to it, but it used to be one of my 
favorite songs. These guys, admittedly, 
have talent.
Discovery - Swing Tree
Described as “Futurepop electronic”,  they 
feature bubbly synthesizers mixed with 
dreamy
auto-tune, similar to the older Daft Punk 
tracks. The vocals are smooth and pre-
cious, depicting strange scenes and 
desperate love... often, if one really pays 
attention to the lyrics, one can see that 
they don’t make much sense. People can 
still take the Discovery project seriously, 
yet they’re fun to listen to. These guys are 
ridiculous, and you can tell that they’re 
having a lot of fun when they make music, 

as if they’re just smiling the whole time.
Seemingly the opposite of Crystal Castles, 
Discovery gives off pleasant feelings. Best 
songs; Swing Tree, Ubriaco, Osaka Loop 
Line, and So Insane.
Grimes
How do people feel about Grimes? There 
are so many mixed feelings towards her 
music, and many of those who have heard 
of her have written her off. 
Rising from the underground music scene 
to capture the eyes and hearts of thousands 
of music bloggers, Grimes falls under 
the “witch-house” genre, for her use of 
ambients, synth, and rather... scary vocals. 
This darker, pretty much occult-themed 
electronic music is nothing if intimidating, 
and definitely an interesting experience.
One song I can suggest is Be a body, but 
other than that, I have no idea. 

Music Artist Review: Alternative, Sub-genres   
by Tierra McCarty

NTHS has an amazing 
orchestra conducted by 
Mr. Sears. There are three 
orchestras:  symphonic 
strings 1st period, string 
orchestra 2nd, and camerata 
3rd. Symphonic strings is 
mostly older students and 
it is more advanced.  The 
string orchestra is mostly 
freshman, and camerata is a 
mix of all grades. The most-
liked performance this year 
was the concert in December 
where band, orchestra, and 
choir all played and it was 
fantastic! “Right now all 

three orchestras are work-
ing for two things: solo and 
ensemble contest which 
tends to be a small group 
thing.  We’re working on 
a Beethoven Symphony 
Number 5, which is kind of a 
big project of ours, and that 
project is going to be due in 
early March,” Mr. Sears said. 
Everyone should make sure 
they go watch the perfor-
mance! Did you know the 
string instrument according 
to Mr. Sears, “is an instru-
ment that was developed 500 
years ago? It’s also about 

the time when the modern 
violin was invented,” which 
means that it has to be pretty 
awesome for it to be barely 
tampered with over the 
years. Orchestra is a very 
difficult art form, but it’s 
just extremely rewarding, 
and they are a great group of 
students.  They’re intelli-
gent, they work hard, so that 
makes it fun for me. These 
students all have a lot of 
energy and they are always 
ready to go, so it makes it 
that much better for them!”  
Keep up the good work!

NTHS choirs have been working very 
hard these past few months to get ready 
for the choir festival that will be taking 
place on March 20th. Only concert 
chorale and chorus will be attending 
the festival. The festival is in Tumwater 
and the students will be gone the whole 
school day.  Festival is a big competition 
and North Thurston will be competing 
with choirs from all around the state! 
They will sing in front of the other 
choirs and be critiqued by a judge to 
give them extra tips on how to improve. 
Jazz choir isn’t going because they are 
too small of a group, but they did make 
it to state this year! Yay jazz!  Great job 
choir; we know you won’t disappoint!

Orchestra by Kaylee Glossen Choir by Kaylee Glossen

       Recently the students of the North 
Thurston High School choirs competed 
at the Solo and Ensemble competitions, 
held at Timberline High School, where 
they competed with schools all around 
the state. We got the privilege of inter-
viewing two of the groups that competed. 
The women’s ensemble sang Koowu by 
Maryam Khoury. The song itself is very 
powerful; it is all in English except for 
the word Koowu, which means strength. 
The girls mentioned that they ranked a 2 
out of 5, 5 being the worst and 1 being the 
best. They had said, “We liked the judge, 

she was funny!” With only two and a half 
weeks to practice and learn this song, they 
did an awesome job. Well done ladies!  
       The Men’s Ensemble sang a song 
called Good Charlotte’s Final Voyage 
by John Parker. The men shared some 
experiences that they had while they were 
there competing, “We had a lot of fun, we 
got to hang out with our friends, sing, and 
got to see some choir friends from other 
schools.” The men placed 2nd overall 
and they were very disappointed. “We 
practiced really hard but we didn’t come 
through”. They had hoped to place first. 

The men got the opportunity to compete at 
state last year, and are reliving that experi-
ence this year. 
All of the Solo 
and Ensemble 
groups did a 
fantastic job. It 
seemed like a 
fun experience!

The Mens Ensemble 
posing for a photo.

Sing! One, Two, Three!by Kaylee Glossen, Katelyn Young



      Today, there 
is silence. I stand, 
looking out over 
what surrounds me, 
and think. 
      “Do you ever 
wonder what 
it’s like to talk 
to someone you 
cannot see? I 

speak to you. I tell you of how I feel. I 
hope that you are there. But I don’t think 
I have proof of your existence. It isn’t like 
you can reach out to me through whatever 
medium you receive news from, it isn’t 
like you can reciprocate my outpourings, 
it isn’t like you exist on my same plane of 
existence.
      Could you be an otherworldly being? 
Perhaps you are a resident in another 
universe, one in which trees do not exist 
and I am merely a strangely founded 
figment of imagination, created from 
nothing.
      Am I even real?”
      “Strange to hear that said from a tree of 
all things,” you probably think. 
      “If trees do exist where you are, and 
you can hear me, you probably think my 
musings are preposterous, or amusing, or- 
or... I don’t know. 
      I look around on all that is around me, 
and I see holes. Holes in the fabrication. 
Places that seem as if they should have 
something, but they don’t. Things some-
times vanish and reappear again later, such 
as the pond. It’s as if someone, somewhere, 
is forgetting its existence and this being’s 
forgetfulness is having a direct impact on 
my reality. 
      I’ve seen many people pass under my 
branches, voicing their thoughts aloud. 
They are frustrated with their lack of 
knowledge concerning reality. They wish 
that they knew the origin of their own 
existence; they ponder their findings and 
their beliefs. And, what I think is, maybe 
we weren’t made to know. 
      Maybe this reality that I live in is 
imaginary. Maybe you created me. Maybe 
you can’t hear me. Maybe you don’t exist. 
But as far as I’m concerned, there must be 
something. There is something creating my 
story right now, I just know it. I’ll call this 
thing, whatever it is, a writer.
      The squirrels sleeping in the hollows of 
my being, the skies that change at such a 
regular pace, the backs of humans that lean 

against my trunk, the wind that rustles my 
leaves, the creatures that pass along, the 
chill that takes the skies, the cries of soft-
fleshed humans, the complex geometrics 
of a flake of snow. All these things are 
very much real to me. To question my own 
existence would be to question my sanity. 
      There is no question that many 
things that are known by humans as 
forever concepts are, in fact, temporary. 
The human convention of love-that is 
temporary. The blades of grass surrounding 
me-those are temporary. 
      Shall I cease to exist the moment my 
writer chooses to stop writing? Because, 
I too, am temporary. Since I am talking to 
you, whoever you may be, am I the only 
person to communicate to your universe? 
Or can all the residences of my story com-
municate with you too? If I am the only 
messenger, then am I the center of  my uni-
verse? Do the day and night stars revolve 
around me? Is all that I witness all that 
exists? Does my world continue outside 
of the window of my perception, or am I a 
small blip of a massive creation? 
      Where are you now? If we are going 
to stick with this story metaphor, what 
are you doing? You could be reading me 
from the safety of your passenger seat. You 
could be hearing of me from another soft-
fleshed human. You could be sitting on a 
lake. You could be sitting beneath another 
tree. You could be out with your family, 
reading from those small light boxes that 
the humans so covet. Where are you? 
      What goes on within those buildings, 
as the humans call them? My existence 

does not allow for my own exploration, 
and maybe that’s for a reason. Maybe I was 
not made to move so that my writer would 
have an easier time creating my universe. 
      Maybe other writers exist. Maybe 
there is an entire alternate reality where 
fictional stories spread like wildfire and the 
beings created within the universes of the 
writers contemplate their own existence. 
Maybe there are innumerable fantasies 
in which psychotic central characters are 
accidentally created at leisure. 
      Perhaps some writers do not know 
that they are writers. Does my writer even 
know that it is writing me? Am I imagined 
for some bored being’s pleasure? Do other 
characters in these other stories believe 
they were created, or do they continue on 
with a half-pleasing life as a bag of bones?
      Maybe a writer does not exist. 
      Maybe I wasn’t created at all and my 
life is a direct representation of chance and 
the pieces falling where they fit and staying 
where they most work. Maybe you are 
imaginary. Maybe you are a figment of my 
imagination, something I created so that 
I wouldn’t feel quite so alone. Maybe the 
feeling I get when I pass my knowledge is 
simply that, a feeling. Maybe everything 
that I know to be you is a myth. Maybe 
I really am alone, and when I shift my 
perception to the skies at night, the stars 
are a testament to the insignificance of my 
being. 
      Maybe my existence has no purpose, 
my meaning is what I make it to be.
      Maybe we weren’t made to know, 
assuming we were made at all.”
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       Take a moment to imagine your-
self basking in the glow of the summer 
sun.  Except the year isn’t 2014.
       You are a teenager in Lacey at the 
height of the town’s resort years.
       Although it sounds a bit radical, the 
city of Lacey was once a resort town.  Dur-
ing summer people would venture out to 
Long Lake to spend their days riding down 
a wooden waterslide on wooden body 
boards.  “You would think it’d [the person 
and the sled] would sink considering 
the speed and the weight of the person!” 
exclaimed Park and Board Director, Lori 
Flemm.
       That isn’t all there is to the city ei-

ther.  If you go to the Lacey Museum, you 
can discover more about the city’s history 
ranging from the development of trans-
portation to the Lacey School.  The Lacey 
Museum is found on 829 Lacey Street SE, 
Lacey.  The museum is open Thursdays and 
Fridays from 11 am to 3 pm and Saturdays 
from 10 am to 4 pm.  The best part?  Ad-
mission is free!
       “If you come to the museum you’ll 
learn a lot about Lacey that you didn’t 
know before.  You’ll even be surprised by 
what you find,” said Lori Flemm, “After 
all, the people who started the museum 
thought we had a fascinating history worth 
preserving.”

Once Upon a Resort Town 
by Amber Granger
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     “In 6th grade, I was super athletic and fast and all about sports. At the time, I was in 
track. I had my sneakers and shorts on, all of that. Well hurdles were my thing. I could do 
like 4 of them in 10 seconds; nobody could stop me. Well, at least I thought nobody could. 
Yeah, that changed the day I decided to race one of my best guy friends doing hurdles. I 
was sprinting as fast as I could, and feeling extra confident because I was pretty far ahead 
of him. The first hurdle was coming up and I jumped a little too early. My ankle got caught 
and I fell. I got right back up and headed to the next hurdle like nothing happened. I 
jumped again and fell again. I was rolling around in the hurdle trying to get up. Well I still 
didn’t give up; I went right on to the last hurdle. And guess what? I made it! Just kidding. 
I fell again. I was really mad but I walked away like a champ. I still have the scar on my 
right knee.”      

So That Happened... By Hannah Negash and
              Kirsten Mancillas

An anonymous way to tell your funny, embarrassing stories to the whole school!

       “This one time, my friends and 
I were all really bored. We liter-
ally had nothing at all to do. So 
you know what we did? We did 
our hair and makeup real ‘fancy’ 
and dressed as cholas. It was re-
ally… interesting, to say the least. 
Although, after we did all that, we 
were back to where we started; 
we had nothing to do. So we came 
up with the brilliant idea to go to 
Walmart, dressed the way we were. 
We got to Walmart and my friend 
went up to one of the employees 
and asked ‘Dónde está el baño?” 
[Where is the bathroom?]. The look 
he gave us was priceless.  I laughed 
so hard. Honestly, I’ll never forget 
the look on that employee’s face.”

      
“As a 7th grader, I used to think I was really cool. 

Especially in advisory… I was so obnoxiously loud. 
Thinking back I annoy myself. One of my friends from 
advisory was equally obnoxious and loud. Well we de-
cided to climb up on the desks and jump around. It was 
going really great until my desk tipped over and took 
me down with it. Worst. Day. Ever.”

       “So I was going to my friend’s house, on Valentine’s day. Her mom loves me, like a lot. 
So she took me to get my nails done. My friend was just getting a fill [on her nails], so yeah. 
Then after that, we got some Dutch Bros drinks. I got a baby size cup because I didn’t want her 
to spend too much money on me, ye’know? Well, apparently I should’ve gotten a 32 oz cup, 
because they made fun of me so much. Oh well though, because I drank out of my baby cup with 
pride.”

       “Ok so this one time, I 
was in downtown [Olympia] 
when I was maybe 8 years 
old. My family and I were at 
the boat show. I just hap-
pened to get really distracted 
by this huge boat while on 
the boardwalk. By the time I 
thought to look away from the 
boat, my face was ‘making 
out’ with a giant metal pole. 
I thought I had broken my 
nose… Keep your eyes on the 
road, people.”

Have you ever regretted not participat-
ing in an activity? Maybe you were being 
rude to someone in one of your classes, or 
you failed a test you should have studied 
for. All of these examples fit under our 
school’s acronym: RAMS. The posters 
around the school are there to remind you 
of what the word means, but how do we 
represent RAMS and what are some ways 
we can follow the acronym?             
Respecting others means to be kind to the 
people around you. Before you say a joke, 
for example, what about it is humorous 
to you? Sure you or some of your friends 
might find it funny, but what about others 
around you? Could it put someone down? 
Is it offensive in anyway regarding some-
one’s ethnicity, religion, sexuality, or gen-
der? If someone could take it offensively, 
chances are it’s not something you should 
say to others around you. It’s important to 
be kind to the others around you and also 
yourself. If someone ever bullies you ver-
bally or physically, talk to a staff member 
about it! There is no shame in getting help 
from others. After all, the first thing about 

respect is respecting yourself.  
       Acting responsibly could be car-
ried out in a variety of ways. Doing your 
homework on time is a great way to show 
responsibility to others. If someone asks 
you to go to the movies but you have a 
test the next day, the responsible decision 
would be to study for the test. Not only 
academic decisions focus on decisions 
about your health and personal choices. 
Is it wise to attend a party with alcohol, 
knowing you are underage? You represent 
the school every day of the week, so make 
North Thurston proud of their students and 
make responsible choices.         
       Modeling Safety means you under-
stand how to be a good student. If you see 
trash or recycle on the ground, throw it 
away in the correct bin. Our janitors work 
hard to keep the school clean so it’s a good 
idea to help out the best we can. Also, 
show you’re a good student with common 
sense and please don’t do anything that is 
potentially life threatening. Valuing your 
body is one of the most important ways 
to model safety among the school and 

yourself. If you wouldn’t do it to another 
person, why do it to yourself? You might 
be a role model to someone else, so act the 
best you can as a student of North Thur-
ston.
       Striving for Excellence is doing the 
best you can, no matter what. Study for 
tests, do any extra credit you can. Help out 
with clubs or participate in sports. High 
school is about being flexible and learn-
ing about yourself, you might make some 
lifelong friends or earn great skills when 
doing different things. Strive for not 90%, 
not 100% but 110% in everything you do. 
In the end, the hard work and effort you 
applied will pay off greatly. Whether it 
is a college acceptance letter, a role in a 
play, or varsity sports, always Strive for 
Excellence.
       Every student should remember the 
RAMS acronym throughout their life; it’ll 
benefit you in the long run. Decisions you 
make right now can change your future 
completely, so start now and follow the 
RAMS way. Go Rams!

Be A Ram, Not a Sham by guest writer Adam Byrnes
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Boys Basketball
       One word for Basketball? Electric. A 
player from the team felt that the record did 
not show the full story but rather the close 
games that were played which could have 
been and should have been won. The game 
won against Foss was a great way to show 
their progress for the reason that they lost 
the first game against them earlier on. The 
improvement was tremendous and overall 
the season went very well. They did bet-
ter than the tem thought they would. Wes-
ley and Darren were the leaders in scoring 
and lead rebounders. Clayton Christian as 

a freshman came in and took a starter po-
sition the entire season which is a rarity. 
Aaron Stone later on in the season did what 
no one on the team could do; take the point 
guard role and get the ball down the court. 
The most impressive thing about Aaron was 
his demeanor, he was calm, cool, and col-
lective. Next year they should place in state 
considering all of the boys coming back next 
year as starters were starters this year. Thank 
you Seth Meredith for taking the time to be 
interviewed.

SPORTSOverview

Bowling
       One word to describe the team? 
Amazing! The team performed overall 
really great this year. There was a lot of 
improvement within one season and the 
team this year was the best it's been in a 
long time. The team itself accomplished 
a lot! The team made it to districts and 
killed it. Maranda says “Three of our five 
bowlers placed top ten at districts and we 
qualified for state. It was the first time the 
NTHS team has gone to state in a while.” 
Over half of the girls got personal bests 
this year. “I was proud of myself for finally 
breaking 2's but I was even prouder of my 
team for all the hard work that they put 
into the season. It really paid off.” Some 
stand out bowlers were Gina Kim! Ma-
randa thinks she's awesome. She started 
out a little timid but ended up going with 
to districts and state. Future captains 

Larissa and Kailey were also stand out 
players. Larissa has always been a pow-
erful force to be reckoned with when it 
came to her bowling and she foresees her 
do great in the next year. “Kailey was a 
newbie this year and proved to everyone 
that she could "roll with the big dogs" 
(cheesy, I know, but it works!)” she ended 
the season strong. Maranda doesn’t really 
know what to expect, she hopes that the 
team ends up getting many girls that want 
to try out for the bowling team, but that 
hasn't always been the case. “I hope for 
the best with my girls next year! Keep 
working hard and enjoy the season.” Final 
words from Maranda are that it's been a 
great four years on the team. “I've really 
enjoyed it. I hope the drive of the team 
never dies down and I can't wait to see 
how they do in the future!” Thank you 
Maranda Martin for allowing an interview 
to be done with you!!

Boys Swim
       United is how Ben would describe 
NTHS swim team. Overall the team 
hit barriers and punched right through 
them with determination that he didn't 
think was possible. The swim team guys 
always measure up to the competition 
and surpass them. “I don't want to sound 
cliché but every member of the team had 
their moments to stand out.” However in 
Speed Connor Ridgeway, Naveed John-
son, Lucas Johnson, Logan Anderton, and 
Tyler Parchem stood out a lot through 
the season. Most impressive swimmer 
was Naveed Johnson (BEEF) when he did 
the 500 freestyle all in butterfly and got a 
league qualifying time. “Next year I expect 
our swimmers to stay undefeated and 
make it to state.” Ben’ final words to his 
fellow swimmers next year are swim hard, 
swim fast, and make sports. Thank you to 
Ben Watson for your time and allowing 
yourself to be interviewed.

Wrestling
       Dante Thomas was the only one from 
his team to make it to state.  State was a 
humbling experience and a great op-
portunity to go against good competitors 
for him. Dante’s hardest challenge was 
wrestling a student from Bellevue High 
school who was a three time state cham-
pion. As a team Dante feels that next year 
should be better and that the team did not 
do as good as they could have this season. 
Some of Dante’s favorite moves to use in 
the match were the Pile Driver, John Cena, 
Rock Bottom, and Double Leg. Last words 
of Dante to finish out the season, shout out 
to Seth and all the peers!!

NTHS
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The Boy NexTdoor 
by Mariah Silva and Samantha Roth
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Attack on Titan 
by Brandon Mays
       Attack on Titan is a revolutionary anime, probably the big-
gest anime hit in America since Dragon Ball Z. Like Dragon 
Ball Z, even people that don’t like anime still watch it and would 
consider themselves big fans of the series.
       Attack on Titan is a show set in an alternate universe that has 
a 15th century setting. The story takes place 743 years after an 
outbreak of titans, which are human-ish looking brutes that stand 
anywhere from 3-15 meters tall with no notable intelligence, that 
mindlessly attack humans, and only humans, for no apparent rea-
son. Humanity, on the brink of extinction, decided to barricade 
themselves inside 3 circular walls surrounding their 3 cities, one 
inside of the other.
       The show starts off following the protagonist Eren Jaeger 
and his 2 friends Mikasa Ackerman and Armin Arlert as kids. As 

a set of unique titans break through the first wall, Eren and his 
friends flee to the inner walls. It is at this point that they vow to 
join the survey corps, the spearhead of the military force against 
the titans.
       The story then picks up a few years later, after the three kids 
graduate from the academy. After Eren has a strange dream about 
his father giving him a shot, he soon gets into a life threatening 
situation and figures he can turn into a titan himself. The military 
then decides to use Eren as a tool to finally get an upper hand on 
the titans. It’s from here that the real story starts. From here they 
run into other people that can turn into titans, they find out what 
the titans are, and what the religion of the time is hiding about 
the great wall that surrounds the cities. 
       Attack on Titan is an action-packed anime with tons of plot 
twists and a lot of questions that you can’t wait to get the answer 
to. It is recommended for ages 17+ for violence and profanity. I 
personally would recommend it with a 4.5 out of 5.

       Released January 23, The Boy Next 
Door, is a seductive thriller that highlights 
a young man’s obsession with his friend’s 
mother. The movie starts off with the first 
appearance of Noah, who is introduced as 
an alluring young man. The main char-
acter, Claire, happens to be his neighbor, 
teacher, and love interest. It gradually 
moves to more provocative scenes be-
tween Noah and Claire. 
       The connection viewers have with 
Noah grows stronger throughout the 
movie, but not in a good way. We start 
off with a strong attraction towards him, 
because he is a handsome guy. But as the 
movie proceeds, he becomes more eerie 
and almost frightening. 
       From the start, Noah always had an 
interest with Claire. Once he seduces her, 
the obsession with each other becomes 
one sided. She realizes her affiliation with 
Noah is a mistake but he becomes danger-
ously captivated by her.  
       Throughout the movie it’s clear that 

Noah wants what he can’t have, but he 
will do anything to get it. The violent 
actions that he performs shocks not only 
characters in the film, but the audience 
as well. Noah becomes murderous and 
begins to threaten the people closest to 
Claire. When Claire has a spell of curios-
ity, she breaks into his house and uncov-
ers chilling secrets that have been hidden 
behind his sensual image.  
       Ryan Guzman, who plays Noah 
Sandborn, was a perfect fit for the role of 
a seductive psychotic killer. To prepare for 
the role of Noah Sandborn, he confessed 
in an interview that he researched serial 
killers and their behavior. 
       As for his co-star Jennifer Lopez, 
playing Claire Peterson, she pulls off the 
“hot mom” appearance when she appears 
ten years younger than her actual age. In 
the movie she is seductive, yet daring and 
tough. Her character thrives to protect 
not only herself but her family as well. 
Jennifer portrays these emotions in a very 

believable manner, thus resulting in the 
amount of chemistry her and Guzman 
share.  
       Overall the movie had a very interest-
ing plot line that was romantic but thrill-
ing at the same time. The ending was not 
the best considering it ended abruptly but, 
the film as a whole was engaging. If you 
haven’t seen it, we would highly recom-
mend it.

Still Life with Iris by Hannah Negash

       Still Life with Iris was a fantastic play about a young girl 
who really wants to go home, but is stuck on an island with one 
of “the greatest” items. I believe its best suited for an audience 

of high school level, or maybe older; younger than a freshman 
in high school wouldn’t be very appropriate. It was comedic and 
heartfelt. Definitely worth seeing. 
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       Here at the Rampage, we have a diverse and unique staff behind the scenes, creating the paper. Every issue we will 
include a “Meet the Staff” section so you can read all about the people behind the articles.
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     Emily is also a columnists and co-content editor in 
RamPage! She is the youngest senior in our graduating 
class of 2015 at the age of 16.  In the RamPage, Emily 
likes writing articles and stories that people wouldn’t know 
otherwise. She has many interesting articles. For hobbies 
she gave a very diverse answer. She said that she likes to 
read books in her spare time like Stephen King. She also 
enjoys singing and dancing (self-taught), playing Zelda, 
and also writing, not just for RamPage, but for any number 
of other things. She looks forward to “being able to be a 
part of something the school actually shows some promise 
in liking, and contributing to the future of it.” This sort of 
attitude can be inspirational to the other staff. One weird 
fact about her is that she likes to procrastinate procrastina-
tion.  Now this could seem confusing, until she explains 
what she means with this example, “I’ll put off watching 
TV or something because I’m too lazy to find something to 
watch.” Her favorite color is Cyan. She is unsure of what 
her favorite music genre would be, “THIS IS TOO HARD 
TO ANSWER.” She said during interview. “But if I had 
to pick it would probably be indie rock, rap, or old school 
rock, you know, pretty much everything.”  She hopes to one 
day be a teacher and author, being a voice to the world. She 
has good hopes for humanity and is always looking forward 
to the future.

Emily Scott

       Jacoby joined the RamPage this year and put his skills 
to use immediately. He became the head illustrator for the 
page, taking an important role early. This instant decision 
is rooted to his vast love for comics. Surrounding himself 
with super hero related material has always been a neces-
sity. 
       “I get to draw during school time; plus it’s for a class, 
so I’m getting a grade for stuff that I actually like doing,” 
Jacoby said when asked why he likes the RamPage. 
       Currently he is keeping up on Daredevil, Uncanny X-
Men, Batman, Uncanny Avengers, and Captain America. If 
he’s not reading or drawing comics, he’s hanging out with 
his wide variety of friends. “I love spending time with my 
senior friends and my sophomore friends; Oh and I love 
Johnny Corcilius.” Outside activity like hikes and sports is 
what occupies the time with friends.
       Jacoby also likes to listen to music that doesn’t relate to 
his life at all from artists such as Chief Keef, Young Thug, 
and Arcade Fire. “My physical and mental motivation to 
be great in life can be [attributed] to Ric Flair, the WWE 
legend, WHOOOOOO!” he said.  
       If you have the time, stop by and have a conversation, 
or maybe even a debate, his knowledge on comics and 
WWE trivia from 2001-2009 are through the roof.

Jacoby Salcedo
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I Saw That 
by Kirsten Mancillas, Hannah Negash, and Tasneem Osman 

I 
saw you 

retake that selfie 
6 times. 
#oops

I 
saw you try 

to kiss your girl-
friend before she got 
on the bus. I also saw 

her diss that kiss. 
#rejected

I 
saw you 

choke on your 
gum during 6th pe-
riod. #youaintslick

I 
saw you 

get Taco Bell 
twice within 3 

hours.

I 
saw you 

spill hot cheese 
all over your 

pants… 

I 
saw you 

stare at that boy’s 
butt in Biology. I 

understand; he has 
great genes.
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